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WysaertZ is a fast paced card game
for 2-6 players, or, with multiple
packs, up to twelve. You play mages
who vie for the title of arch-mage, and
you are prepared to fight until dead
or bewitched for life. You win by
either being the first to defeat two
colleagues, or being the last one
standing. A typical game lasts
between 15-30 minutes.
THE RULES

SETTING UP
Each player draws one of the six
Mage cards, and one of the six Castle
cards. Place your Mage and Castle in
front of you. Lay the remaining Mages
and Castles aside, and shuffle the rest
of the cards. This becomes the stack.
Each player should now take three
cards from the stack, for their hand.
Keep your hand of cards closed, but
put any Artefacts on the table in front
of you. If there are Events in your
hand, play them out immediately, as
is described on the card. You are now
set for the game!
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THE RULES

PLAYING THE GAME
Players now take turns, with the
youngest player going first,
proceeding clockwise. You can do one
of three things in your turn:
1. you can do research
2. you can cast a spell, or
3. you can start a challenge - leaving
your Castle to attack an opponent.
THE RULES

RESEARCH
To do research you must either be in
your Castle, or own the Booke of
Endeless Spells. You then take one
card from the stack, and add it to
your hand. You may never hold more
than four cards at one time, but you
may decide which card to discard
after drawing. If you draw an Event,
apply it immediately. When you draw
an Artefact, put it open in front of you
– an Artefact does not count toward
your hand total.

Whenever you run out of stack,
reshuffle the discard pile, and
continue until someone has won!
THE RULES

CASTING A SINGLE SPELL
To cast a spell, you play a card from
your hand, and apply the effect. Note
that only a limited number of spells
can be cast while still peacefully in
your Castle. Stealing spells, Vision
spells, Restoration spells and the like.
Whenever you attack an opponent,
you need to either face him in a
challenge and leave your Castle, or
use a special Artefact allowing you to
stay home – such as the Globe of
Ruelershippe.
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THE RULES

STARTING A CHALLENGE
To start a challenge, you move your
game card forward to the middle of the
table, showing that you leave your
Castle. You may then select your
opponent, and try to either enter their
Castle, or summon them outside.
For the former you will usually have to
open the Castle gate by force first. Some
Castles however can only be reached by
special means, such as flight, and have no
gate. Also, there may be magical means
to circumvent a gate.
While you are busy to enter the
opponent's Castle, the opponent may
only defend with a Castle Wall spell – or
step outside voluntarily. Once you have
bested the gate and are face to face with
your opponent, you may attack them
directly.
Example: The Wysaert goes outside and
attacks the Sorcerour in the Tower of
Darkenesse. The Wysaert uses a Fyreball! to
blow up the gate ofthe tower. Although the
Sorcerour could send the Fireball! back when
he was outside, now he cannot. The Sorcerour
also has no Castle Wall spells in his hands, so
he has to watch idly while the Wysaert
attacks his door. Once the Wysaert is inside
however, the Wysaert may attack him first,
but both now can use their full hand ofSpells
and Monsters.
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THE RULES

CONTINUING
THE CHALLENGE
Monsters keep attacking until
defeated, so they may be used to
attack an enemy gate, another
Monster and and opposing Mage in
sequence. When they are defeated
however, they leave to the discard
pile. To determine whether a Monster
attacks successfully, you use A-B-C.
Example: The Wysaert, now inside,
summons the Troll to attack the
Sorcerour. First the Sorcerour tries to kill
it with Chayne Lightning, but
unsuccesfully. Then he uses the Dragon,
which deals with the Troll. Then the
Dragon marches on toward the Wysaert,
and the Wysaert has to defend. The
Wysaert now turns the Dragon into a
giant Teddybear, which attacks the
Sorcerour again.

Attack spells last only a single attack,
but may be as devastating as a
Monster. They can be used to attack
opposing Mages, Monsters, or enemy
castle gates. To determine whether an
attack spell cuases enough damage,
you use A-B-C.
Defense spells, and spells other than
Attacks or Monsters do not require
the use of A-B-C, but just work –
unless countered by another spell.

True Name spells are special attacks.
They require a True Name provided by
another card (played simultaneously) to
work. They then do not require A-B-C,
but directly take out an opponent.
Spells are always faster than Monsters. So
Monsters can be countered by spells or
Monsters, but spells can only be
countered by (defense or other) spells.
Also, you must always first parry
opposing spells, and defeat attacking
Monsters before you can attack an
opposing Mage - unless the card you use
states otherwise.
Whenever these general rules and the
specific rules on a card contradict each
other, the specific rules on the card
prevail. When truly in doubt, use A-B-C
to decide who is right!
Note that Mages never attack barehandedly. Instead they will rather retreat
to their Castles and start researching for a
new attack at a later time.
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THE RULES

ABRA – BABRA –
CADABRA!
Abra - Babra – Cadabra, or A-B-C is
used to determine the outcome of
fights between Monsters, between
Monsters and Mages, and the effects
of Attack spells against Monsters or
Mages. Both parties then draw a card,
and look at the value in the upper
right corner. A defeats B, B defeats C,
and C defeats A. Equal draws result in
both attacks or attackers going to the
discard pile – and Mages merely
surviving the attack. Sometimes spells
or Monsters win on equal draws, as
described on their cards. An OOPS!
draw automatically loses.
Example: The Wysaert uses Fyreball!! on
the gate ofthe Tower ofDarkeness, and
draws a A (Abra!) for his attack. The
Sorcerour draws a B (Babra!). A wins of
B, so the gate is blown up, and the
Wysaert can enter the Tower!

Please note that you can't keep the
cards you draw for A-B-C. They are
just random draws, and go straight to
the discard pile!
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VARIANT RULES

FREE FOR ALL
Normally, only the Mage that starts a
challenge, and his opponent are in a
battle simultaneously. Other players
then have to wait for their turn. In a
Free-for-All variant game however, all
players may join in a battle that is
going on. All they have to do then, is
move their mage to the place of
conflict, and attack their opponent of
choice there. Example: The
Enchantress calls the Wysaert outside,
and attacks. Once the Wysaert is
almost defeated, the Sorcerour comes
out of his Castle too and joins the fray.

VARIANT RULES

HIDDEN WYSAERTZ
For hard-core WysaertZ, you may play
without revealing your Mage and
Castle cards. You keep them face down
during the whole game, and only
reveal them to your opponents when
using your special abilities. You do the
same for any Artefacts you may
discover. Vision spells may be used in
this game to look at the Mage, Castle
and Artefacts of a single opponent.
Otherwise, be ready for nastye
surprysez!

VARIANT RULES

MULTIPLE DECKS
You may combine several WysaertZ
decks, or expansion sets, into one big
stack. You can then use the Mages and
Castles of both (or all) decks, and
accommodate more players.
Theoretically there is no limit to how
many could play this way, and in
practice playing with twelve players
works fine.
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WHERE DO I GET YE
CARDS?
Now you have read the rules,
you may have noticed that
you'll also need the WysaertZ
deck to play!
You can order your own at
DriveThruRPG.com.
It sports 84 full color, high
quality unique playing cards
printed for you alone, on
demand!
Want more?
Visit the DarkDungeon2.com
blog for a read, or check out our
other games at DriveThru or
Sangreal!
And in the meanwhile...
Have a
Fantastamazing
Magickallidacious
Fun Time Playing!
Jaap de Goede
Sangreal Games
December 2015
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